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INTRODUCTION 
 

Immersed in the rich biodiversity and fragility of fynbos, my first week in South Africa was 

overwhelming in terms of learning and experiences and that intensity continued throughout my 

three weeks of work experience and study in the Southwest Cape. 

My objective was to improve my knowledge of the plants and habitats represented in the Eden 

Project’s South Africa wild exhibit in the Mediterranean Biome, which I have the pleasure of 

developing and maintaining.    I also wanted to understand the conservation efforts underway to 

protect these unique habitats and to engage with experts in the propagation, establishment and 

maintenance of some of the key plants.  

The Cape Floristic Region is the smallest of the six Floristic Kingdoms on Earth (at around 90,000 sq 

km it is roughly the size of the island of Ireland) yet it is second only to the Rainforest in its rich 

biodiversity.   The species count of flora stands at around 9,500 of which over 70% are endemic, 

naturally occurring nowhere else in the world.    

Knowing the statistics simply didn’t prepare me for the sheer joy of encountering orchids and 

delicate winter-flowering bulbs emerging between bronze restios, and mountainsides swathed in the 

sunshine-yellow bracts of Leucandendron salignum at the Kogelberg Biosphere Reserve. 

The breathtaking scene of Leucadendron salignum sweeping up the Kogelberg mountains 
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THE HABITATS 
 

I linked up with my contacts at the Grootbos Foundation and at SANBI (South Africa National 

Biodiversity Institute) and my journey plan took me through fynbos, running from mountain down to 

the coastal lowlands, Afromontane forest, the semi-arid desert of Klein Karoo, to SANBI's National 

Botanic Gardens (NBG) of Kirstenbosch and Karoo Desert.    

I travelled in September, early Spring, and was advised to be prepared for any weather (the previous 

year had been very cold).   The climate in the Southwest Cape is Mediterranean, with cool winter 

rainfall and hot dry summers.  As it was, I was greeted by one of the warmest Springs for years with 

temperatures reaching up to 30°C, so my woolly hat stayed put in the suitcase.    

You don’t have to travel far in fynbos to discover that in spite of the big landscapes it comprises a 

patchwork of localised habitats where the flora changes with the bedrock, altitude, aspect and 

available moisture, so it seems that at every turn and over each ridge new surprises await.   The 

plant families which define fynbos (Proteaceae, Ericaceae and Restionaceae) are evident in many 

forms and sizes.    

Textures and colours of Fynbos species, clockwise from top left: Protea speciosa, Erica longifolia, 

Thamnochortus insignis (male), Erica brunifolia and Leucospermum catherinae   

Geophytes pop up through the soil to show off blooms, some bold, others delicate and intriguingly 

intricate.   All beautifully complimented by the riots of other colourful flora and scents of herbs, 

including aromatic buchus, a bunch of which I usually held gently crushed in my hand as I walked.   

It’s difficult to convey the overwhelming diversity within and across the plant communities.   My 

now packed-full notebook only contains some of the most prominent, interesting, beautiful or 

threatened and I can only comment briefly on the communities of birds, reptiles, mammals and 

multitudes of insects which contribute to the balance of these precious habitats.  
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MOUNTAIN FYNBOS 
 

OVERBERG SANDSTONE FYNBOS – GROOTBOS NATURE RESERVE 

The mountains of Overberg Sandstone Fynbos at Grootbos Nature Reserve support rich diversity.  

Here the shallow, sandy soils are the result of erosion of the underlying compressed quartzitic 

sandstone, Table Mountain sandstone, which forms the Cape Fold Mountains.   These soils are acidic 

and low in nutrients, especially phosphorous and nitrogen.   The mountain landscape is rocky with 

low- to mid-height vegetation, depending on the occurrence of fire, and provides views down and 

away to the lowlands, golden coastal strands and bright blue Atlantic Ocean.  

Mountain fynbos vegetation at Grootbos Nature Reserve with views south to the Atlantic coast over Protea 

compacta, Leucadendron salignum and Metalasia muricata  

It’s the taller shrubs that initially catch the eye.   Proteas abound, Protea longifolia, P. speciosa, a 

white form P. cynaroides and the vulnerable P. scolymocephala, between the bright red bracts of 

Mimetes cucullatus and vibrant yellow of Leucadendron salignum.  Prolific P. compacta dominates, 

with distinctive upright stems of leathery leaves and bold pink bracts, originally introduced to the 

area for sustainable farming of cut flowers.    

Proteus was a Greek god of the sea, able to foresee the future and reluctant to disclose it.   In order 

to avoid those who wanted to consult him he would change shape, hence the word ‘protean’ which 

means ‘changeable in shape and form’.   

I could walk up to these low mountain range areas quite easily from Arum Lily Cottage at 

Witfoetskloof, so was able to spend more time in complete solitude discovering the smaller forms of 

Proteaceae perfectly demonstrated by Serruria nervosa and the trailing pincushion Leucospermum 

prostratum, as well as the masses of other fynbos plant species and some of the many insects. 
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My main mission on my first trip into mountain fynbos was to see Gladiolus bullatus, the Caledon 

bluebell, which had started to flower, carrying its delicate mauve head just above the low-level 

shrubs and restios.    

 

Clockwise from top left: The Caledon bluebell Gladiolus 

bullatus, vulnerable Protea scolymocephala, the 

distinctive chevrons of Gladious debilis, and Mimetes 

cucullatus 

 

 

Mimetes species became a theme running through my visit, with different species appearing at 

many different locations highlighting to me that patchwork effect of fynbos. 
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KOGELBERG BIOSPHERE RESERVE 

UNESCO designated Kogelberg Biosphere Reserve is home to highly complex plant biodiversity and 

its conservation is being achieved with the commitment of local communities, farmers, conservation 

organisations and local government.   Wildfires in recent years affected large areas of vegetation, 

which are now recovering and at times present spectacular and rare floral displays.   Some of the 

fires in the Betty’s Bay area in early 2019 were very intense severely impacting parts of Harold Porter 

NBG and the surrounding mountainsides and the scars are still clearly visible.    

Bare slopes and low mountain fynbos vegetation at Kogelberg 

Hiking up the mountains in Kogelberg’s Kleinmond Nature Reserve, with conservation botanist 

Rebecca Dames, increased my understanding of the diversity of mountain fynbos as it differs 

dramatically from the vegetation at Grootbos but with some familiar species still present.  The mid-

height shrubs and small trees near the Palmiet River at the start of the climb included the pretty 

pink-purple pea flowers of Podalyria calyptrata and the sweet scent and bright gold flowers of the 

honeybush Cyclopia genistoides with large buzzing carpenter bees doing fine work as pollinators.    

As we climbed, the landscape changed to rocky slopes with low-level, at times sparse, vegetation 

broken by sturdy sandstone outcrops, which provided refuge from the sun for lizards.   

The bright blue courting colour of a male southern rock agama lizard and its rocky home 
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Scattered between the rocks and small restios we discovered Spatalla racemose, another form of 

Proteaceae, also the delicate pink flowers of Ixia micandra on almost invisible stems, small 

succulents including Crassula fascicularis and the pretty cerise pink markings on Gladiolus carneus.   

The bush lily, Nivenia stokoei, which although classified as rare as it only grows in Kogelberg is not 

threatened due to the conservation protection afforded by the reserve.   

Further up we came across surprise colonies of the tiny pink orchid Disa obliqua, standing just 10cm 

tall, and an unexpected carpet of sparkling sundews Drosera cistiflora, flowering in shades of pink to 

white, benefitting from a moist seep escaping from the nearby mountain stream.   The streamside 

habitats supported moisture-loving ericas including the bright yellow bells of E. campanularia and 

the stately Prince of Wales heath E. perspicua both growing amongst tall restios and masses of   

Berzelia lanuginosa with their little ball-shaped flowers.   

Clockwise from top left: tiny orchid Disa obliqua, rare Nivenia stokoei, Erica campanularia and the button-

flowers of moisture-loving Berzelia lanuginosa 
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It was then that we walked onto that slope covered in never-ending Leucadendron salignum with the 

yellow mountainsides stretching up and away to the bright blue sky, truly breath-taking. 

We took a different route down the mountain, following a rocky path so beautiful it could have been 

specially landscaped.  The rocks formed steps down and around tall sandstone formations with a 

perfect selection of fynbos form, textures and colour decorating the way, provided by 

Leucospermum oleifolium, ericas, Serruria phyllicoides and graceful restios. 

The path down the mountains at Kleinmond with the blue ocean looking very inviting on a hot Spring afternoon 
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TABLE MOUNTAIN 

A hike up Table Mountain was one of my ‘must do’ activities and with a day of perfect blue skies and 

no famous cloudy ‘tablecloth’ spoiling the view I was privileged to be guided by Kirstenbosch 

horticulturist Mashudu Nnanduleni.   We took the Skeleton Gorge route from Kirstenbosch through 

Afromontane forest, past a sparkling waterfall then up alongside (and in!) a rocky mountain stream.  

Lush ferns and vivid green mosses decorated dripping cliff sides and the trees hid any view until we 

emerged towards the top (1100m up) with Kirstenbosch and the Cape lowlands way below.  

Ladders and mountain stream boulders form parts of the route up Skeleton Gorge to the top of Table Mountain 

It’s easy to understand from this vantage point why the lowland fynbos habitats are so threatened.  

Not so long ago the flat land extending away to the coast would have been covered in native flora 

and fauna, now it’s littered with industrial, business and residential developments.  

At the foot of Skeleton Gorge lies Kirstenbosch with developments stretching beyond across the Cape lowlands 
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At the top of Skeleton Gorge the trail opened onto an unexpected beach of deep white sand leading 

to the Hely-hutchinson Reservoir.   The water reflecting the deep blue sky was fringed by tannin-

stained shallows.  The surrounding white sand trails lead through, Leucadendron laureolum in 

abundance, low dunes, bright pink Erica abietina subsp abietina and fantastic sandstone sculptures 

providing a home for tiny new Crassula coccinea plants.  We climbed still further up to one of the tall 

outcrops of sandstone to see a very sturdy shrub of the tree pagoda, Mimetes fimbriifolius, perched 

up in the rocks.  

Needing to head back we retraced our way down Skeleton Gorge (down always seems so much 

longer and harder than any journey up) until we emerged into the beautiful gardens of Kirstenbosch. 

Clockwise from top left: Leucadendron laureolum by the water of Hely-hutchinson Reservoir stained with 

tannins by the roots of fynbos vegetation, Erica abietina subsp abietina, natural sandstone sculptures and the 

tree pagoda Mimetes fimbriifolius 
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LOWLAND FYNBOS 
 

My experiences of lowland fynbos centred around my base at the Grootbos Nature Reserve and 

Walker Bay plus a full day with Rebecca exploring the Agulhas Plain, which forms the southern most 

portion of the Cape Floristic Region.     

The local endemism of fynbos, its patchwork of habitats supporting species with very limited 

distribution ranges, contributes greatly to its fragility.   The lowland fynbos habitats which are the 

most severely threatened with coastal and urban development, agriculture and invasive alien plant 

species presenting the major threats to these unique habitats and diverse plant communities.   

From top down: Agulhas sand fynbos (endangered), Agulhas limestone fynbos (vulnerable), Overberg 

Sandstone Fynbos (critically endangered) and Elim ferricrete fynbos (critically endangered). 
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AGULHAS SAND FYNBOS  

Towards Cape Agulhas, the southern-most point of Africa, we explored an area of Agulhas sand 

fynbos in its second year of regeneration after wildfire.   The sandstone soils in the lowlands are less 

acidic and less rocky than the mountain areas having once been covered in shallow seas.   

The flat landscape and knee-high vegetation allowed a fine display of the skyscraper heath Erica 

fascicularis var. fascicularis, each with a single tall slender stem carrying aloft a roof-garden of 

tubular pink flowers.    Mid-height restios, wiry stems of sweet-scented buchu Agathosma imbricata 

and delicate white-flowered spires of Struthiola sp. were also well represented in the mix.   In 

between we found critically endangered Erica interrupta, which SANBI assessed in 2007 as only 

‘known from three severely fragmented sub-populations’.   The yellow pincushion flower of 

vulnerable Leucospermum hypophyllocarpodendrum also trailed across the sandy soil around 

Serruria nervosa, dramatically reducing in population due to land development and climate change. 

Above: Erica fascicularis var. fascicularis.  Right from top down: 

Leucospermum hypophyllocarpodendron, Serruria nervosa and critically 

endangered Erica interrupta 
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ELIM FERRICRETE FYNBOS 

After a short drive past farms of dairy cattle we stopped by an area of Elim ferricrete fynbos.  This 

vegetation type has the smallest land surface of any in South Africa with only a few patches 

remaining, primarily on the Agulhas Plain.  Unlike typical fynbos soils, the ferricrete soil is relatively 

fertile and is of value to agriculture, especially for vineyards and for fodder crops in support of the 

dairy industry.   It has also been severely affected by poor fire management and the spread of 

invasive alien plant species.   

The keystone species here include Leucadendron laxum, L. modestum, and the critically endangered 

L. stelligerum and golden flowering L. elimense.    

The yellow of Leucadendron elimense stands out in the flat landscape of low vegetation.  The 

brightest yellow shining from the male flowerheads where the masses of older flowers fall away 

from the centre to form a plump cushion.   The female flowers are packed into much smaller conical 

heads sitting in larger yellow bracts.    

Critically endangered, the flowerheads of Leucadendron elimense, the 

male providing a comfortable spot for a monkey beetle (above) and the 

smaller female (right) 

 

It was impossible to head back to the car without seeing more species and the roadside verge 

revealed Spatella curvifolia, apparently usually difficult to find.   There was such a mix of textures 

and colours with restios and grasses indistinguishable, the waxy bold orange columns of orchid 

Satyrium corriifolium contrasting with delicate, almost transparent pale blue flowers of Gladiolus 

gracilis, Moraea tripetala with purple eyes spying on me, and feathery leaves and flowers of Serruria 

fasciflora. 
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Clockwise from top left: Moraea tripetala, red-tinged bracts of Leucadendron modestum an Elim ferricrete 

keystone species, Spatella curvifolia and the bold waxy form of orchid Satyrium coriifolium 
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Eventually getting back into the car our next stop was just a few minutes later finding another patch 

of Agulhas sand fynbos, each patch having yet more species to find before tearing ourselves away to 

move on again.  

 

Another patch of Agulhas sand fynbos presenting clockwise from top left: Protea longifolia, Watsonia laccata, 

Babiana sp. and Serruria elongata 
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AGULHAS LIMESTONE FYNBOS 

The Agulhas Plain is broken in places by limestone ridges which cap the sandstone which has created 

island habitats with shallow alkaline soils for other severely threatened endemic species.    

Stopping by one of these ridges we pushed through stands of the limestone pincushion 

Leucospermum truncatum and onto the ridge to discover to our delight tall stems of the endangered 

golden pagoda Mimetes saxatilis, standing up through a purple haze of Erica sytophylla, silver foliage 

and pink flowers of Indigofera brachystachya and copper-coloured restios.      

The endangered golden pagoda Mimetes saxatilis 

(left), Leucospermum truncatum and pollinating 

ants (above) and view west along the Limestone 

Ridge (below) 
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The view from the limestone ridge looking south over the plains towards Cape Agulhas begged for further 

exploration but we needed to head home to Grootbos. 
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A final treat for the day was encountering a Cape dune mole rat crossing the road.  Having seen large 

numbers of ‘mole hills’ at Grootbos and across the lowlands I jumped out of the car and hounded 

the poor little creature with my camera in true paparazzi style until it stopped to give me a toothy 

smile.  This was on condition that I leave it alone, but I just couldn’t resist the final view of its little 

fluffy tail.   Mole rats can be a pest in fynbos eating some of the precious bulbs and corms, however 

they can also provide a distribution service by dislodging bulb offsets from the parent plant which 

then fall away along the mole rat burrows. 

A toothy smile from the Cape dune mole rat before it too moved on… 
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KLEIN KAROO  
 

Karoo desert presented a dramatic contrast to fynbos, still spectacular in terms of scenery but 

initially seeming relatively empty of plants although columns of Aloe ferox growing on the distant 

hillsides were a familiar friend from the Biome.   The Karoo Desert is made up of Great Karoo, Klein 

(Little) Karoo, Robertson Karoo and Tanqua (Ceres) Karoo.   The natural habitats here are threatened 

primarily by irrigated agriculture, mining and infrastructure projects.    

Klein Karoo is situated in a valley running west to east between Cape Fold Mountain ranges 

(Langeberg, Outeniqua and Swartberg).  It extends into the winter rainfall area of the Cape although 

the mountains create a rain shadow limiting the annual rainfall especially in the lowlands to around 

200-220mm, making it semi-arid.   It also forms the southern end of Succulent Karoo which stretches 

west and north up to Namibia. 

Several fynbos habitats can be found in the uplands of Klein Karoo, however my focus was on the 

lowland habitats and the succulent plant communities to the west of Ladismith and I was excellently 

guided by SANBI’s horticulturist Shireen Harris and the team from Karoo Desert NBG.  

The lowlands undulate gently away to impressive mountain boundaries with rocky outcrops breaking 

through, some rocks lie horizontally while others slope towards vertical.   The visible strata in the 

Cape Fold Mountains, which were rearranged by seismic upheaval, reminded me of Lulworth Cove 

and where weathering of the strata has resulted in deep crevices there are ideal natural planting 

shelves and pockets.  The rocky soil is typically a mix of quartz, sandstone, slate and shale, which in 

the late afternoon sun creates a warm golden glow.     

Klein Karoo landscape 

The shrubs here are sparse and low-level.  There are very few trees, just some species from the 

adjacent areas of Subtropical Thicket to the east.  Despite this initial scrubby appearance, Klein 

Karoo is very rich in plant species and includes many endemic succulents.   On foot, closer inspection 

revealed plants fantastically adapted to the harsh environment, often sheltering at the foot of nurse 

plants or in rock crevices which protect them from the sun and from being grazed.    
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The leaves of many succulents turn to shades of pink to dark red as the chlorophyll retreats to avoid 

being scorched by the hot sun, and this lends bursts of colour to the vegetation.   Crassula rupestris 

is particularly attractive having golden deltoid leaves with red margins.  Additional colour is provided 

by the flowers of succulent clumps of Lampranthus sp. and Delosperma sp. and, in spots sheltered by 

the rocks, the bright flowers of spring bulbs. 

Top: Klein Karoo vegetation with clumps of Crassula rupestris.  Middle from left: Babiana sambucina,                 

C. arborescens.   Bottom from left: Adromischus filicaulis, Delosperma sp., Tylecodon wallichi 

Caudiciforms including Tylecodon wallichii and T. reticulatus, appear slightly alien with their swollen 

stems and the variety of forms of Euphorbiaceae seems never-ending.  
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KAROO DESERT NBG  
 

Private land fences in Little Karoo restricted some of our exploration to the roadside verges where 

many of the plants were dusty, however seeing those same species displayed beautifully at Karoo 

Desert NBG gave me the full picture of how they survive in the wild and how they can be a stunning 

display of form and colour in a managed setting.    Understanding the plant combinations and how 

they grow on and around the rock formations in the wild was fascinating and again this is very 

effectively interpreted and used for displays in the beds at Karoo Desert NBG.  

Effective use of rocks and natural planting in the beds at Karoo Desert NBG with colourful Crassula rupestris 

(top right) 

An all too short visit to the nursery and plant sales where small crevice gardens are sold gave me 

further ideas for display option at Eden as we develop the Succulent Karoo exhibit. 
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With Aloidendron dichotomum being an iconic plant of Succulent Karoo visiting the Quiver Tree 

Forest in the garden was a must.   From photos I’d previously been able to admire the form of these 

tall aloes with multi-branched crowns, what I hadn’t seen before was the warm golden bark which 

forms large scales like armour with apparently razor sharp edges. 

 

Colourful succulents with the bark of Aloidendron 

dichotoma (top), flowers of Aloe comptonii (left) and 

foliage of Crassula sp. (above) 
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AFROMONTANE FOREST 
 

From Karoo Desert I returned to Grootbos for my final few days and was determined to walk to the 

Afromontane forest and waterfall at Witfoetskloof as my previous attempt had failed with me taking 

a very lovely track, but the wrong track.   Afromontane forests follow mountain stream ravines down 

to the sea, they occur at intervals along the coast of Africa from the Southwest Cape up to Ethiopia 

and being isolated from each other differ in plant species.     

At Grootbos these forests are surrounded by fynbos habitats but have none of the fynbos plant 

communities and are naturally free from the risk of fire.    

The right track and the reassuring sound of the tumbling stream led me along the side of a steep 

valley with fynbos vegetation sinking down into a lush green forest ravine with large restios visible in 

the mix.   The path was abundant in wildlife with iridescent sunbirds squabbling for the sweet nectar 

of the last flowers on the large bushes of Leucandendron pattersonii.  Trying to photograph the 

sunbirds, or the bright flash of the Golden Bishop bird and the very long tail of the Cape Sugarbird 

was difficult without spending lots of time sitting patiently, and my time was running out. It is 

sometimes much better to simply sit, admire and absorb without a camera lens.  

The track from Arum Lily Cottage to the Witfoetsfkloof Afromontane forest and waterfall 

Lizards scampered away or froze almost perfectly camouflaged on the rocks.   I took care not to 

tread on the many beetles and the scarlet and black leaf hopper which were sharing the path with 

me and I kept an eye out for puff adders.    As I rose from photographing yet another sparkling pink 

Drosera cistiflora I looked round to see a delicate red-brown Grysbok with tiny little horns and 

enormous soft eyes staring at me quizzically before it bounded off into the bushes.  The number of 

grazing animals is limited in fynbos by the low nitrogen to carbon content of the vegetation 

providing only limited tender young growth as fodder. 
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The path wound down crossing the mountain stream and the forest edges revealed some familiar 

shrubs including Grewia occidentalis and unexpected Hibiscus aethiopicus, another lovely addition to 

the Biome if we can source the seed.     A sharp drop down steep wooden steps led into another 

world of dripping rocks, ferns and a tall canopy of trees.    

I saw how the canopy filters the sunlight allowing a middle storey of shrubs and young trees and a 

sparse ground storey of bright green ferns.    The trees are the stars on this stage, they are old, 

impressive and now protected from fire and exploitation.  I recognised the Cape beech Rapanea 

melanophloeos and glossy leaves of the shrub Diospyros whyteana.    Finally, I reached the sparkling 

waterfall cascading gently down between shaded, moss covered cliffs and attendant ferns. 

Evergreen Curtisia dentata, these mature trees are uncommon as thousands were felled for wagon-making 

(left) and the Witfoetskloof waterfall 

 

In another patch of Afromontane forest at Grootbos, is the famous black stinkwood Ocotea bullata 

Although the Afromontane forests these evergreen trees are naturally resistant to fire, they are not 

immune if the ecosystem becomes affected by the exploitation of trees.    During WW2 the large 

numbers of O. bullata were removed for their precious timber and this allowed fire into the forest 

disrupting the regeneration of the species.  These trees are now protected by the National Forests 

Act of 1988.  In contrast, the deciduous white stinkwood Celtis Africana is common in the forests.  

The two are not closely related.     
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A mature white stinkwood Celtis africana (left), Hibiscus aethiopica (top right) and the bladder-nut Diospyros 

whyteana (bottom right) 

At Kirstenbosch I spent valuable time with Mpendulo Gabayi, their leading horticulturist in 

Afromontane habitats, discussing the tree species and his interesting ideas on using fallen logs and 

extending a trial area of Selaginella.   Again, the combination of seeing the forests at Grootbos and 

Skeleton Gorge and my time with Mpendulo have given me a much clearer understanding of how we 

can improve the Afromontane exhibit at Eden to better show off these very special trees. 

 

MILKWOOD FOREST 
 

I must also mention the Milkwood forest at Witfoetskloof, one of the four small pockets of this 

endangered vegetation type in the Grootbos Nature Reserve.  From Arum Lily Cottage a 50-minute 

walk around the lake passes first through the Milkwood forest full of almost magical old white 

milkwood trees, Sideroxylon inerme.  The trees support their own ecosystems and, as well as 

providing food and shelter for mammals, birds, insects and reptiles, the trunks of some clearly act as 

the Cape Leopard’s well-used scratching post and domain marker. 
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CONSERVATION ACTIVITIES 
 

Conservation is at the heart of the Grootbos Foundation and SANBI and their work is crucial to the 

survival of many habitats and species of flora and fauna where fragile inter-relationships are severely 

under threat. 

These threats are many: 

 Agriculture, notably dairy farming, arable for cattle fodder and vineyards have wiped out 

natural habitats and the run-off of fertilizers affects the balance of the naturally low-nutrient 

soils 

 Coastal, residential and commercial developments are taking land and water 

 infrastructure development including new roads and road widening are similarly destroying 

habitats 

 invasive alien plant species rapidly overtake the natural vegetation  

 plant theft for private collections and commercial gain is increasing  

 excessive harvesting of species as traditional medicinal remedies and for the cut flower 

industry has resulted in the severe decline of plant populations, and 

 accelerating climate change is being evidenced by increasing periods of drought.    

 

WALKER BAY FYNBOS CONSERVANCY 

Grootbos is a partner of the Walker Bay Fynbos Conservancy (WBFC) whose mission is to recreate a 

protected corridor of natural fynbos and forest from Walker Bay to the Cape Agulhas National Park.  

Their approach is to work in cooperative partnership with landowners on conservation projects.   

The strategies employed to resolve or reduce the threats include:  

 promotion of the conservation of indigenous plants and animals, landscapes and cultural 

heritage sites, such as the Klipgat caves at Walker Bay which were once home to San 

tribespeople 

 engagement and education of landowners 

 community engagement, education and job creation 

 supporting the authorities in upholding statutory protections  

Current projects include:  

 wildlife monitoring, vegetation and entomological surveys 

 alien plant clearing 

 rehabilitation and restoration of areas of natural fynbos 

 fire management, and 

 environmental education 

During my time working with the Grootbos Foundation I was really delighted to take part in several 

of the conservation activities.    
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REHABILITATION 

The Elim Fynbos Restoration project is working to protect the few small remaining patches of habitat 

and to restore additional areas on one of the farms within the WBFC, Farm 215 to the south-east of 

the conservancy.     

Seeds of Elim keystone species collected from the wild, including critically endangered Leucadendron 

elimense, are being propagated at the Grootbos Foundation nursery for rehabilitation in their 

natural environment.   The seeds are sown in trays with a seed compost of coir, riversand, bark and 

crushed polystyrene (in place of perlite) and kept moist.    

I helped collect three bags of Elim ferricrete soil from one of the sites, which was used to make up a 

50:50 compost mix of ferricrete and river sand/fine bark.   One of the advantages of incorporating 

the Elim soil is to include the local mycorrhizal fungi which aids the establishment and health of the 

plants.   The following day I sat in the sunshine at Grootbos helping to pot up 95 seedlings of L. 

elimense.    Proteaceae are typically sensitive to root disturbance and the little seedlings, just 3cm 

tall in their seed trays, were potted up straight into 15cm pots to allow the roots to establish without 

disturbance before they are planted out in the wild.    

Collecting Elim ferricrete soil from the rehabilitation site at Farm 215 and the Leucadendron elimense seedlings 

at the Grootbos Foundation nursery prepared for their next stage of rehabilitation 

I’ll be very interested to hear how these special little plants fare and hope one day to return and see 

them re-established in their natural environment.  
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BIOBLITZ 

The education of landowners and partnership with them is instrumental in the conservation effort 

and regular surveys are conducted to monitor populations of flora and fauna on their land.  I joined 

the Grootbos team on their ‘Bioblitz' survey at Goedvertrouw, a farm at the eastern edge of the 

WBFC.    This was another great opportunity to participate in conservation whilst improving my own 

knowledge and understanding. 

View of Goedvertrouw with now conserved natural fynbos vegetation on the hillsides front and left.  The line of 

pines on the slope to the right of the picture shows the farm boundary beyond which invasive alien plant 

species are not being managed. 

We surveyed four sites on the farm.    

Site 1 was an Elim ferricrete fynbos area on a gentle hillside, where my first job was to assist 

entomologist Gary Beukman.   Armed with a net almost big enough to catch myself, my net-handling 

skills clearly needed improvement and I only managed to catch cockroaches and a few monkey 

beetles.  My mistake was to sweep at flying insects and the top of the plants, whereas Gary with his 

experience swung deep and long across the vegetation.    I was surprised at the number of insects he 

caught as so few were immediately apparent to a novice.  Species identification was most definitely 

a job for the experts.     

Feeling more of a hindrance than a help I moved onto the vegetation survey where even if I was 

unsure of a species name I was able to assist with photographic evidence.  This was just the second 

day of my visit and I was still adjusting to the incredible diversity!  Of the reptiles at Site 1 the Rain 

Spider was the most memorable, exposed by a lifted rock it had its legs tucked up by its fat brown 

body.  Having since read that these are one of the largest spiders in southern Africa, I’m relieved it 

didn’t move as my slight arachnophobia may have taken hold.  
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Above: The Bioblitz survey team at Goedvertrouw Site 1 and on the hillside to the left the yellow of 

Leucadendron platyspermum grown for the sustainable cut flower industry 

 

Bioblitz Site 1: Blister beetle on Lobostemon fruticosus 

(top left), rain spider, thankfully not moving! (above) 

and the large ‘bobble’ flowers of Brunia laevis (left) 
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Sites 2 and 3 were both sandstone and as is typical each contained different plant species including 

unexpectedly in Site 3 a small patch of Elim ferricrete fynbos vegetation which showed itself with the 

now familiar bright yellow flowers of L. elimense.   

Camera traps were set and left at each site by Biodiversity Researcher Mike Fabricius to record the 

passage of mammal species, which being primarily nocturnal cannot be monitored during the day. 

 

Bioblitz Site 2: Protea repens (left), egg-eater 

snake (above) and Rouella encurva (below) 

 

The Bioblitz was intense and fun, with a lovely sense of teamwork and by the afternoon we were all 

starting to slow down from the effort and heat of the day so we enjoyed a short break sitting in the 

shade in the Milkwood forest at Site 4.   

The key statistics of species identified from the Bioblitz at Goedvertrouw were: 

- 14 mammal species, of which 2 are of conservation concern 

- 110 plant species, 18 of conservation concern 

- 4 vegetation communities, all of conservation concern, and 

- 190 records of insects with 143 species identified. 

The species lists and findings are fed back to the landowner together with any recommendations for 

managing, improving and protecting the wildlife and vegetation, with surveys being run periodically 

at the sites to monitor any changes. 
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ENTOMOLOGICAL RESEARCH 

I was more helpful another afternoon when Gary recruited myself and Chris Lochner, Grootbos’ 

resident botanical artist, to watch for pollinators on the milk-bottle heath Erica ampullacea, Stilbe 

ericoides and aromatic Adenandra viscida.    Sitting quietly in the sunshine on a mountain hillside 

with a glorious view across fynbos down to the blue Atlantic Ocean was perfect and managing to 

photograph and catch a bee fly hovering at the Stilbe flower was a success for me!    Gary later 

confirmed the bee fly as Triplasius sp.  

Stilbe ericoides and Triplasius sp (above), Adenandra viscida 

(top right) and the milk bottle heath Erica ampullacea 

(bottom right) 

 

I later discovered that catching the insects is easier than pinning them, when Gary tasked me with 

pinning some of the specimens collected at the Bioblitz.   The insects were initially transferred from 

the net into pre-formed, clear, unbreakable, plastic tubes (the team are still searching for an 

affordable sustainable alternative to plastic) taking care that the mix of insects in any one tube 

would not result in them being eaten by one of the captive species!    Back at the Foundation offices 

the specimens are frozen and only defrosted to soften up when the team are ready for the task of 

pinning, which takes a great deal of care and patience. 

I learned that the aim is to retain one side of the specimen complete and undamaged, for later 

examination under the microscope, by inserting the pin through the thorax (or in the case of beetles, 

abdomen) slightly to the right of the centre line.   The pin head should remain 1cm above the 

specimen which should be in a natural position with the legs and antennae apart, requiring more 
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pins to hold them until they harden, and finally a label is put in place.   Apparently, the spines of 

Valchellia Karoo used to be used to be used as pins, which would have made the delicate task even 

more difficult. 

With Gary and Chris on our way to search for pollinators at Grootbos and the best of my pinning efforts from 

the Bioblitz collection 

 

The importance of the entomologists’ work in identifying insect species, their functions and 

interactions with the flora, and monitoring their populations is a crucial part of vegetation 

conservation.   At Grootbos this includes research into the potential effect that the artificial 

populations of honeybees may be having on natural pollinators.  

It was a ‘normal’ Monday morning with Rebecca and Mike when in the middle of a brief stint of 

monitoring a patch of Gladiolus carneus for solitary bees, that an exciting reptilian encounter 

occurred.   As an experienced snake handler, Mike received an emergency call to capture and 

release into the wild a puff adder which was sunbathing in the garden of a local farm.   We jumped 

into the car and raced through fynbos throwing up a huge dusty trail from the wheels.    

In the garden, we found that the gravid female puff adder was in fact in the company of a male, 

which is apparently unusual as the males don’t usually stay around, so Mike skillfully captured both  

into separate pillow cases for the journey.  They were released near the spot where we’d been 

monitoring the bees to provide the perfect photo opportunity!     
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Male and female puff adders (male nearest camera) posing in front of Lobostemon fruticosus. They were 

moved slightly apart from each other after the photo shoot to avoid any potential arguments 
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ALIEN CLEARING 

The Grootbos Foundation also has a team dedicated to clearing alien invasive plant species which 

are rapidly overtaking the fynbos flora.  These are primarily Australian Acacias, especially A. cyclops, 

Eucalyptus, Hakea and north American Pines.  Aside from crowding out native plants in terms of light 

and already limited moisture they adversely affect the balance of the soils and increase fuel for fires.   

The effect on the natural landscape of these invasive species is very clear to see especially where 

land which is being actively managed to tackle them borders land that is not.   At several sites I saw 

Acacias with large galls created by a biocontrol in the form of parasitic wasps, which affect the 

vigour of the tree so reducing seed production and slowing the rate of invasion. 

 

Galls created by parasitic wasps used as biocontrols on invasive Australian acacia species 

Time constraints prevented me from assisting the team with this important task of clearing, 

although judging by the number of teams at work which I saw as I travelled around, it’s clearly a 

major and ongoing task and  has the benefit of providing training and employment to over 60 people 

in the local community. 

As the invasive alien species are often faster than many of the native fynbos plants at regenerating 

after fire, alien clearing is often carried out following a controlled burn. 

 

CONTROLLED BURNS 

Fire is essential to the natural reproduction cycles of many fynbos plants and therefore to the 

continued existence of healthy fynbos vegetation, however it needs to occur at the right frequency 

to avoid disrupting those cycles.     Some of the fynbos species are dependent on fire for the release 

and germination of their seeds, such as Erica sessiliflora, others have adapted rootstock with 

lignotubers which allow the plants to regenerate after fire, including Leucadendron salignum.    
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Wildfires can start very easily by the build-up of gas in plant debris on the ground being heated by 

the sun and ignited by a breeze which blows in oxygen. 

In recent years the increasing frequency of wildfires has resulted in plants being unable to set seed 

or establish regenerative rootstock between successive fires and with the intensity of some wildfires  

increasing dramatically, as at Betty’s Bay in January 2019, lignotubers and bulbs in shallow soil  

cannot survive the heat.    The importance of the timing of fires both in terms of when it happens in 

the season and the period of recovery between fires is ecologically crucial and the WBFC educate 

landowners in correct fire management as part of their strategy for conserving fynbos. 

The next controlled burn that the Grootbos team were going to conduct was not until October, after 

my departure, but Rebecca explained to me that each burn requires a permit from the authorities 

which is only issued based on sufficient people being available, minimum 40 for the next burn, and 

all the prescribed controls being evidenced as in place.   Firebreaks are created around the perimeter 

of the burn area, which is then marked into rectangular sections.   Burns are started at both ends of 

a section with the fires controlled to move towards each other and meet in the middle, before the 

next section is tackled.   

It’s easy to understand how fire continues to be a major threat to the fynbos vegetation and the 

importance of the education of landowners and support offered to them in conducting controlled 

burns. 

Left: the aftermath of intense fires at Harold Porter Gardens and the Bettys Bay mountainsides in January 2019 

Right: fire adaptation - Erica sessiliflora holds its seeds in red fruiting bodies on the branches for up to 7 years, 

releasing them when burnt by fire 

For more information on conservation at the Grootbos Foundation Conservancy visit: 

www.grootbosfoundation.org/conservation-research-unit and Walker Bay Fynbos Conservancy 

www.fynbos.co.za 
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THREATENED SPECIES 

From working in the field, I visited Kirstenbosch NBG where key aspects of conservation are being 

undertaken by SANBI.   One of SANBI’s strategic targets is to conserve threatened plant species by 

distributing at least 60% of those species to accessible ex-situ sites (e.g. other gardens and 

collections) and to have 2% in active restoration and rehabilitation programmes, that is in in-situ 

conservation.     

Benjamin Festus introduced me to his team in the Seed Conservation Department and showed me 

around the seed cleaning room and the drying room kept at 15°C.   SANBI are working in close 

collaboration with the Millennium Seed Bank at Kew and are in the process of extending their cold 

storage into an additional large room which will be kept at -20°C in order to increase their capacity 

for long-term seed storage. 

Victoria Wilman, who co-ordinates the wild collection of seed for conservation, explained to me the 

importance of continuing wild seed collection to ensure sufficient genetic diversity in the seed 

stored and to avoid the bottleneck created by genetic clones.    Collection ‘teams’, often comprise 

just a single person from SANBI assisted by volunteers and I heard some exciting stories during my 

stay of some of the situations the collection teams have found themselves in.    

Where wild collection is particularly difficult due to access constraints or very limited wild 

populations, seed is also collected from SANBI’s botanical gardens, where great care is taken to 

ensure that cross-pollination of species does not occur.  This is managed through the isolation of 

plants in the nursery glasshouses or hand-pollination. 

The collection of wild species is strictly controlled by Cape Nature, which I learned has made some 

significant arrests recently preventing the illegal export of protected plants.  With photos now 

tagged with GPS locations, plant theft to order has been made easier and this is something to 

consider when we store and share photos of rare or endangered plant species. 

Rare and endangered - the cone and seed of the silver tree 

Leucodendron argenteum in the drying room at the 

Conservation Seed Bank at Kirstenbosch (left), with 

Mashudu and rocket pincushion Leucospermum reflexum 

(above) 

 

For more information on conservation at SANBI and on its gardens visit www.SANBI.org 
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PROPAGATION & CULTIVATION 
 

Visiting the large airy propagation glasshouses at Kirstenbosch as well as the visitor gardens was 

another excellent opportunity for learning.    

 

BULBS 

One of the large glasshouses is filled with geophytic species and spending an hour with Graham 

Duncan seeing his collection and absorbing his methods, hints and tips around bulb seed 

propagation and ongoing care of bulb species was invaluable.    

Winter-flowering bulbs are an intrinsic part of our fynbos exhibit at Eden but have proved 

temperamental over the years with many not performing well or surviving.    

From left: Babiana villosa, Gladiolus carneus seedlings, and cup of wine Geissorhiza radians in the bulb 

propagation glasshouse at Kirstenbosch 

From my discussion with Graham I’m now planning to adopt the following learning points for these 

bulbs: 

 Once dormancy starts in the spring, do not water again until autumn.   I’ll need to consider 

how this can be controlled either by allocating bulb zones in the display where irrigation can 

be separately managed or perhaps more easily by planting bulbs in containers which can be 

sunk and lifted with the seasons to avoid summer watering.   The added advantage of 

containers is that they can more easily be dotted around to create a natural effect.   Some 

species are more tolerant to summer water such as Lachenalia bulbifera which appear to be 

doing well now in the biome at Eden, although the irrigation still needs to be carefully 

managed, and these may well suit the idea of planting zones. 

 Avoid importing bulbs from South Africa to the UK as the move from the southern 

hemisphere to the north can create seasonal confusion and the bulbs are prone to losing 

vigour in the first couple of years and failing.   Buying from European flower growers, who 

offer bulbs they have grown from seed, is likely to produce better results although the range 

of species is often limited. 

 Propagating from seed will allow us to display a more diverse range of species although 

clearly this will take longer as many species including Gladiolus take 3 years plus to 

flowering.  Boophone disticha can take up to 10 years to flower although the twisting foliage 

creates a display in its own right and some species, such as Babiana and Moraea fugax, can 

flower in the first 2 years.   
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 With seed being much cheaper to buy, large quantities can be propagated and this is needed 

to make an impact as many bulb species do not all flower every year.  This is part of their 

natural survival strategy to avoid all the production of seed in the same period which may be 

lost by adverse weather.      

 Sow in the autumn (or in late winter for summer rainfall species) when the minimum 

day/night temperature difference is around 8°C and maximum daytime temperature is 16°C.  

 Sow in deep pots or trays, where they can remain undisturbed for at least one season and 

preferably 2-3 seasons before potting on or planting out.    

 

The ceiling of Graham’s office, decorated with a mass of Brunsvigia seed heads was a superb sight 

and his book ‘Grow Bulbs’ is now one of my ‘go-to‘ books for planning the Eden exhibit.   

Above: Moraea tulbaghensis (form with black 

markings) and Right: Graham Duncan’s unique office 

ceiling 

 

 

After my visit to Kirstenbosch I drove along the scenic coastal route of Chapman’s Peak Drive 

(although driving I had to keep my eyes on the 114 bends!) to meet up with Don Kirkwood, Curator 

of Stellenbosch University Botanical Garden.  Don also has great experience in growing Cape bulb 

species and I was privileged to be invited to see the bulb collection in his home garden.    

Don too sows his bulb seed in deep pots with a lower mix of compost plus bark or perlite for porosity 

and an upper layer of non-organic sand and grit, where they remain for a couple of years before 

potting on or planting out.  Along with giving the bulbs a good chance of survival, it is a time-

effective approach to the propagation of bulbs from seed as it avoids stages of potting on.  Another 

technique I will start to use for our winter-flowering Cape bulb seed at Eden.    
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PROTEACEAE, RESTIONACEAE & MORE… 

The benches of Proteacea at Kirstenbosch were packed with neat rows of plants, many rare and 

endangered and destined for conservation rehabilitation sites.    The propagation benches are 

heated to 26°C and the pots used here again had extra depth to give the roots the space they need 

with minimum disturbance  

Leucadendron argenteum are typically prone to Phytophthora and it was interesting to hear that 

they can survive with the disease for several years apparently unaffected until any additional stress, 

such as extended drought, proves too much for the damaged roots.  Only then do the first aerial 

symptoms show with the foliage starting to dieback from the tips of the branches and the plants 

then die rapidly within a matter of weeks.    

Left: propagation of Leucadendron argenteum at Kirstenbosch for rehabilitation and Right: silver 

trees in the Proteaceae garden 

I was also interested to learn that Restio festuciformis is short-lived and needs to be replaced every 3 

years as we have experienced some problems with establishing purchased plants.  Mashudu 

recommended Staberoha banksia as a good alternative, lasting up to 10 years and similarly low 

growing, 0.6-1m, and decorative.    He also advised clearing out older culms and debris every other 

year to allow air to circulate as well as improving the form and aesthetics.   I’m keen to include more 

of the low-growing restios in our exhibit and he suggested Elegia persistens for mountain fynbos, 

50cm, and Elegia stipularis as a coastal species, 0.35-1m, both low-growing fillers, colourful and 

delicate. 

 

The propagation of Ericas is well-known to be tricky and I appreciated Victoria Wilman’s advice.   

Again, sow seed in the autumn although ideally on a hot day when the day/night temperature 

difference is greater at 25°C/10°C.   The seeds are tiny, so a smoke tent is ideal, otherwise water the 

seed in with smoke water rather than pre-soaking as it’s easier to sow the dry seed thinly.   The top 

surface of the compost should be allowed to dry out a little between watering and the seeds should 

be monitored regularly as they are very sensitive.   Transplant when small around 2cm into plugs to 

minimise root disturbance, a very common theme.   

The importance of organising the propagation and nursery benches by watering needs was 

highlighted many times, as this avoids the problem of different people having to takeover watering 

duties to cover for holidays and absences and having to remember the individual watering needs of 

as many species of plants as there are in Kirstenbosch’s nursery glasshouses. 
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My time at Kirstenbosch was intense as there was so much to see, learn and discuss and two days 

was far too short.  I need to plan another visit of at least a week at some point in future.  

I know we’re going to be particularly busy every autumn in Eden’s nursery as most species from the 

winter rainfall area of the Cape benefit from autumn sowing which gives them time to establish 

before the heat of the summer, however I learned that cuttings of Proteaceae are best taken in the 

warmer months (May to September in the UK) so this is one job that I’ll re-diarise.     

 

SUCCULENTS 

One of our stops in Klein Karoo was at the nursery of Etwin Aslander, who specialises in succulents.   

The range of plant shapes, colours and sizes was tremendous, all laid out in neat rows.   It was clear 

from the sowing dates on labels that growing from seed for many of the species is very slow.  After 3 

years many of the Gibbaeums and Fenestrarias are still tiny, however the flowers on these little 

plants are bright and planted in communities even small succulents create a great effect.    

 

Etwin Aslander’s 

nursery in Klein Karoo 

Top left: 3-year old 

succulents.  Top right: 

horses’s teeth 

Haworthia truncata. 

Left: paintbrush 

ready to use for hand 

pollinating 
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CONCLUSION  
 

My planting plans for the wild area exhibits at Eden are ambitious but ultimately driven by the seeds 

and plants available and affordable.  As these plants need to be species, not cultivars, finding new 

sources and working with established contacts during my visit has already given me more planting 

options.  I also better understand how the plant combinations look and work in their natural settings 

and can make changes to improve plant health and increase the volume and diversity of planting. 

We’re very aware of the increasing loss of habitat and biodiversity on the planet especially where it’s 

arising from human activity but being close to the southernmost tip of Africa the sense of fragility 

felt magnified, the feeling that the survival of these habitats really is on the brink.   

I was inspired by the passion and dedication of everyone I had the pleasure to work with and meet.   

We have a real opportunity at the Eden Project to also inspire our visitors with some great stories of 

ecological conservation.   We can highlight the interactions and dependencies of the elements which 

create, sustain and threaten these unique habitats: soil, climate, flora, fauna and of course human 

activity, as well as the benefits of education, employment and social responsibility which 

conservation is bringing to communities.   Potentially at Eden we could further support these efforts 

by providing an additional ex-situ conservation site for species which are under threat.  This should 

allow for a truly beautiful and meaningful display at Eden in coming years.    

I plan to return in the near future as there is so much more to see and the opportunity to work with 

the teams at Grootbos, Kirstenbosch and Karoo Desert was inspiring. 

 

The overriding impressions that I have brought back with me can be summarised as: 

 

THE GOOD the CONSERVATION organisations and individuals who care and are committed 
to sustaining and restoring the natural balance of flora and fauna and equally 
care about the wellbeing of local communities 
 

THE BAD the THREATS which they are working against 
 

AND  
THE BEAUTIFUL The BREATH-TAKING BIODIVERSITY of the Southwest Cape from the tiniest 

orchids and shiniest beetles to ancient forests and the Cape leopard and in 
between an incredible mass of colours, textures, sounds and scents that are 
joyful. 
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MAP OF THE SOUTHWEST CAPE OF SOUTH AFRICA 
 

 Southwest Cape – South Africa 

1. Grootbos Nature Reserve, The Grootbos Foundation & Witfoetskloof,  

Walker Bay Fynbos Conservancy and the Klipgat Caves 

2. Agulhas Plain  

3. Kleinmond Nature Reserve, Kogelberg Biosphere Reserve 

4. Kirstenbosch National Botanical Garden, Table Mountain, Silvermines 

5. Stellenbosch University Botanical Garden 

6. Karoo Desert National Botanical Garden, Worcester 

7. Ladismith, Klein Karoo  

8. Clanwilliam  

9. Darling & Waylands  

10. Harold Porter National Botanic Garden, Fernkloof Nature Reserve & Stoney Point 

National Park 

 

ACCOMMODATION 
 

Grootbos Nature Reserve – Witfoetskloof – Arum Lily Cottage (with many thanks to Grootbos for 

providing accommodation during my stay there) 

Cape Town – Jaquis Garden Guest House, 5 Lothian Road, Newlands  

Worcester – Eagle’s Crest, 11 Saint Andrews Drive  
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ITINERARY 
DATE LOCATION ACTIVITIES 

03 – 04 Cape Town  
Grootbos Nature Reserve, 
Gansbaai 

Arrival from UK, drive to Gansbaai  
Introduction to Grootbos Foundation, Witfoetskloof 
Milkwood forest and mountain fynbos  
 

05 Agulhas Waterford sandstone fynbos, Elim fynbos, Agulhas 
limestone fynbos 
 

06 Goedvertrouw, Walker Bay 
Grootbos Nature Reserve  

Bioblitz – biodiversity survey  
 

07 Kleinmond Nature Reserve,  
Kogelberg  

Hike  

08 Grootbos Nature Reserve Walk to Witfoetskloof Afromontane forest (first 
attempt!) 
 

09 Grootbos Nature Reserve 
Farm 215 

Afromontane forest, puff adder rehabilitation, Elim 
soil collection, pollinator monitoring 
 

10 Grootbos Foundation 
Walker Bay Nature Reserve  
 

Elim rehabilitation - seedlings 
Visit to Klipgat caves 

11 Grootbos Nature Reserve 
Grootbos Foundation 

Lowland Overberg sandstone fynbos 
Entomology – pinning 
 

12 - 13 Kirstenbosch NBG Conservation Seed Dept, Tour of Garden, 
Pelargonium House, Arboretum, Bulbs, Threatened 
Species, Protea and Restio Gardens, Fynbos & Buchu  
 

14 Table Mountain Hike via Skeleton Gorge to Hely-hutchinson reservoir  
 

15 Silvermines 
 

Don Kirkwood - bulb collection and Silvermines hike 
 

16 Stellenbosch  Tour of Garden 
 

17 - 18 Karoo, Cederberg 
mountains, Darling 

Site visit to Klein Karoo, Etwin Aslander’s nursery, 
camping at Clanwilliam and Waylands 
 

19 Karoo Desert NBG  Tour of Garden, Review/research on plants seen in 
Klein Karoo 
 

20  Harold Porter NBG 
Fernkloof Nature Reserve 
 

Garden tours and mountain fynbos trail 

21 - 22 Grootbos Nature Reserve  Witfoetskloof Afromontane & waterfall, mountain 
fynbos, Milkwood forest 
 

23 Grootbos Nature Reserve 
Grootbos Foundation  
 

Growing the Future farm  
Wrap-up and goodbyes 

24 Cape Town  Return flight to UK  
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BUDGET OUTLINE 
   
COSTS   
UK Travel  £776  
SA Travel £815  
Accommodation (Cape Town / Karoo) £266  
Food & Drink £144  
Insurance £67  

TOTAL COSTS  £2068 
   
FUNDING   
The Merlin Trust £1100  
Cornwall Garden Society £500  
Self-funding £468  
   

TOTAL FUNDING  £2068 
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Clockwise from top left: Erica cerinthoides, 

Moraea papillionaceae, Gladiolus carneus 

and blister beetle and Protea cynaroides.   

Left: leaf hopper at Grootbos 


